




a billion dollars from taxpayers in recent decades. With the money have gone thousands of jobs. Since the 
woodchip industry was set up by big Tasmanian logging 'family' operators, including McKays in 1972, more 
than 100 small sawmills have been shut down" I witnessed this while living di, the NW coast of Tasmania in 
the 1970s and thereafter. 

/ 

"The profiteers made millions rushing our wild forests, including countless tonnes of sawlogs, to woodchip 
piles on export wharves around the island. Their latest and biggest export wood chip ship out of Tasmania is 
aptly called the 'China Express' . ..... The promotion of clearfe/1 incineration of ancient forests in a world 
desperate to experience nature - but with less nature than ever before in history- is irresponsible 
employment and economic policy" ............. . 

"FT/STT has failed for years to get the authoritative Forest Stewardship certification it has sought. ... Pointing 
out that the 1% of biggest trees in the world's forests hold nearly half of the stored carbon, two American 
professors wrote (in February 2021) that 'protecting forests is an essential strategy in the fight against dimate

change that has not received the attention it deserves' ..... (and) ... doesn't require costly and complicated
technology ..... . 

"New Zealand ended the logging of i�s native forests in 2002. It has ample plantations and no shortage of 
wood ..... and that's where more and more of the industry's jobs are these days." (page 20 The Advocate 
COMMENT II Bob Brown) 

I quote this piece to contrast it with that "wishful" statement quoted in my third paragraph. The latest 
findings of the International Climate Conference COP26 in Glasgow appear clearly and unreservedly to 
support Bob Brown's comment over Roger Jaensch's comment. 

Thi� why holistic, effective and informed action aimed at building climate resilience and reducing emissions 
in Tasmania must be undertaken by this Tasmanian Sta_te g9vernment and by those governments which will 

inevitably follow this one between now and 2030. -

This is why a complementary set of principles to deliver, appropriately and effectively, the provisions of an 
improved Climate Change Act, must include improved communication and must consult with the 
community when setting any new and ambitious net zero greenhouse gas emissions target for 
Tasmania. 

This submission was written by Mrs Rosemary Farrell on 11.11.21 

Written in response to the recommendations of the latest Independent Review delivered by consulting firm 
Jacobs Group and in response to the Tasmanian Government's draft Bill to amend the Climate Change (State 
Action) Act 2008 


